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The President's Book of Secrets
Globalization seen through the lens of environmentalgovernance; analyses of how the global and the
local can accommodate one another.

Seeing Like a State
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Seeing Like a Smuggler aims to shift the focus from a dominant state-centric narrative that views
smuggling as a mere criminal activity, to seeing it from the perspective of those involved in smuggling.
The edited volume sheds light on smuggling practices that generate different forms of knowledge about
borders, the economy, states and infrastructures of mobility across different geographical borders. In
doing so, smuggling is presented as a productive, subversive and deeply socio-political activity.Smuggling
requires knowledge about how borders practically operate, which in return can generate different types
of knowledge about borders. In this sense, smuggling can teach us about the state and its politics of
bordering, its laws of border access, as well as the policies that sustain the state. Instead of asking what
knowledge the state produces and mobilizes about and against smuggling, this collection of works asks
what knowledge smuggling produces about the state, its borders and its asymmetrical practices of access.

Seeing Like a Child
Two Cheers for Anarchism
For two thousand years the disparate groups that now reside in Zomia (a mountainous region the size of
Europe that consists of portions of seven Asian countries) have fled the projects of the organized state
societies that surround them--slavery, conscription, taxes, corvee labor, epidemics, and warfare. This
book, essentially an anarchist history, is the first-ever examination of the huge literature on state-making
whose author evaluates why people would deliberately and reactively remain stateless. Among the
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strategies employed by the people of Zomia to remain stateless are physical dispersion in rugged terrain;
agricultural practices that enhance mobility; pliable ethnic identities; devotion to prophetic, millenarian
leaders; and maintenance of a largely oral culture that allows them to reinvent their histories and
genealogies as they move between and around states. In accessible language, James Scott, recognized
worldwide as an eminent authority in Southeast Asian, peasant, and agrarian studies, tells the story of
the peoples of Zomia and their unlikely odyssey in search of self-determination. He redefines our views
on Asian politics, history, demographics, and even our fundamental ideas about what constitutes
civilization, and challenges us with a radically different approach to history that presents events from the
perspective of stateless peoples and redefines state-making as a form of internal colonialism. This new
perspective requires a radical reevaluation of the civilizational narratives of the lowland states. Scott's
work on Zomia represents a new way to think of area studies that will be applicable to other runaway,
fugitive, and marooned communities, be they Gypsies, Cossacks, tribes fleeing slave raiders, Marsh
Arabs, or San-Bushmen.

Counter-Narratives
Debates about the role and nature of the state are at the heart of modern politics. However, the state
itself remains notoriously difficult to define, and the term is subject to a range of different interpretations.
In this book, distinguished state theorist Bob Jessop provides a critical introduction to the state as both a
concept and a reality. He lucidly guides readers through all the major accounts of the state, and
examines competing efforts to relate the state to other features of social organization. Essential themes in
the analysis of the state are explored in full, including state formation, periodization, the re-scaling of the
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state and the state's future. Throughout, Jessop clearly defines key terms, from hegemony and coercion
to government and governance. He also analyses what we mean when we speak about 'normal' and
'exceptional' states, and states that are 'failed' or 'rogue'. Combining an accessible style with expert
sensitivity to the complexities of the state, this short introduction will be core reading for students and
scholars of politics and sociology, as well as anyone interested in the changing role of the state in
contemporary societies.

Domination and the Arts of Resistance
False Dawn
The forgotten story of how ordinary families managed financially in the Victorian era--and struggled to
survive despite increasing national prosperity

Seeing Like a Smuggler
The irresistible novel that was adapted into a major motion picture starring Leonardo DiCaprio. The
Khao San Road, Bangkok -- first stop for the hordes of rootless young Westerners traveling in Southeast
Asia. On Richard's first night there, in a low-budget guest house, a fellow traveler slashes his wrists,
bequeathing to Richard a meticulously drawn map to "the Beach." The Beach, as Richard has come to
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learn, is the subject of a legend among young travelers in Asia: a lagoon hidden from the sea, with white
sand and coral gardens, freshwater falls surrounded by jungle, plants untouched for a thousand years.
There, it is rumored, a carefully selected international few have settled in a communal Eden. Haunted
by the figure of Mr. Duck -- the name by which the Thai police have identified the dead man -- and his
own obsession with Vietnam movies, Richard sets off with a young French couple to an island hidden
away in an archipelago forbidden to tourists. They discover the Beach, and it is as beautiful and idyllic as
it is reputed to be. Yet over time it becomes clear that Beach culture, as Richard calls it, has troubling,
even deadly, undercurrents. Spellbinding and hallucinogenic, The Beach by Alex Garland -- both a
national bestseller and his debut -- is a highly accomplished and suspenseful novel that fixates on a
generation in their twenties, who, burdened with the legacy of the preceding generation and saturated by
popular culture, long for an unruined landscape, but find it difficult to experience the world firsthand.

Seeing Like a Citizen
In the years since the Mars Exploration Rover Spirit and Opportunity first began transmitting images
from the surface of Mars, we have become familiar with the harsh, rocky, rusty-red Martian landscape.
But those images are much less straightforward than they may seem to a layperson: each one is the result
of a complicated set of decisions and processes involving the large team behind the Rovers. With Seeing
Like a Rover, Janet Vertesi takes us behind the scenes to reveal the work that goes into creating our
knowledge of Mars. Every photograph that the Rovers take, she shows, must be processed, manipulated,
and interpreted—and all that comes after team members negotiate with each other about what they
should even be taking photographs of in the first place. Vertesi’s account of the inspiringly successful
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Rover project reveals science in action, a world where digital processing uncovers scientific truths, where
images are used to craft consensus, and where team members develop an uncanny intimacy with the
sensory apparatus of a robot that is millions of miles away. Ultimately, Vertesi shows, every image taken
by the Mars Rovers is not merely a picture of Mars—it’s a portrait of the whole Rover team, as well.

The God Delusion. 10th Anniversary Edition
Considers film as a form of Buddhist ritual and contemplative practice. In this important new
contribution to Buddhist studies and Buddhist film criticism, Francisca Cho argues that films can do
more than simply convey information about Buddhism. Films themselves can become a form of Buddhist
ritual and contemplative practice that enables the viewer not only to see the Buddha, but to see like the
Buddha. Drawing upon her extensive knowledge of both Buddhism and film studies, Cho examines the
aesthetic vision of several Asian and Western films that explicitly or implicitly embody Buddhist
teachings about karma, emptiness, illusion, and overcoming duality. Her wide-ranging analysis includes
Spring, Summer, Fall, Winter … and Spring (South Korea, 2003), Nang Nak (Thailand, 1999),
Rashomon (Japan, 1950), Maborosi (Japan, 1995), and the films of American Terrence Malick.

The Moral Economy of the Peasant
This book is about how a new form of social contract, which we call the spatial contract, can help
revitalize the economies of the basic things that matter – the core systems which build and provision the
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settlements human beings call home.

The Art of Not Being Governed
Human beings are primates, and primates are political animals. Our brains, therefore, are designed not
just to hunt and gather, but also to help us get ahead socially, often via deception and self-deception. But
while we may be self-interested schemers, we benefit by pretending otherwise. The less we know about
our own ugly motives, the better - and thus we don't like to talk or even think about the extent of our
selfishness. This is "the elephant in the brain." Such an introspective taboo makes it hard for us to think
clearly about our nature and the explanations for our behavior. The aim of this book, then, is to confront
our hidden motives directly - to track down the darker, unexamined corners of our psyches and blast
them with floodlights. Then, once everything is clearly visible, we can work to better understand
ourselves: Why do we laugh? Why are artists sexy? Why do we brag about travel? Why do we prefer to
speak rather than listen? Our unconscious motives drive more than just our private behavior; they also
infect our venerated social institutions such as Art, School, Charity, Medicine, Politics, and Religion. In
fact, these institutions are in many ways designed to accommodate our hidden motives, to serve covert
agendas alongside their "official" ones. The existence of big hidden motives can upend the usual political
debates, leading one to question the legitimacy of these social institutions, and of standard policies
designed to favor or discourage them. You won't see yourself - or the world - the same after confronting
the elephant in the brain.
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The spatial contract
“One of the most profound and illuminating studies of this century to have been published in recent
decades.”—John Gray, New York Times Book Review Hailed as “a magisterial critique of top-down
social planning” by the New York Times, this essential work analyzes disasters from Russia to Tanzania
to uncover why states so often fail—sometimes catastrophically—in grand efforts to engineer their
society or their environment, and uncovers the conditions common to all such planning disasters.
“Beautifully written, this book calls into sharp relief the nature of the world we now inhabit.”—New
Yorker “A tour de force.”— Charles Tilly, Columbia University

Seeing Like a State
James C. Scott places the critical problem of the peasant household—subsistence—at the center of this
study. The fear of food shortages, he argues persuasively, explains many otherwise puzzling technical,
social, and moral arrangements in peasant society, such as resistance to innovation, the desire to own
land even at some cost in terms of income, relationships with other people, and relationships with
institutions, including the state. Once the centrality of the subsistence problem is recognized, its effects
on notions of economic and political justice can also be seen. Scott draws from the history of agrarian
society in lower Burma and Vietnam to show how the transformations of the colonial era systematically
violated the peasants’ “moral economy” and created a situation of potential rebellion and
revolution. Demonstrating keen insights into the behavior of people in other cultures and a rare ability to
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generalize soundly from case studies, Scott offers a different perspective on peasant behavior that will be
of interest particularly to political scientists, anthropologists, sociologists, and Southeast Asianists. “The
book is extraordinarily original and valuable and will have a very broad appeal. I think the central thesis
is correct and compelling.”—Clifford Geertz “In this major work, … Scott views peasants as political
and moral actors defending their values as well as their individual security, making his book vital to an
understanding of peasant politics.”—Library Journal James C. Scott is professor of political science at
Yale University.

Seeing Like a Feminist
Volume 1 Autobiography of a Restless Mind is a fascinating, exceptionally diverse collection of
observations and reflections written over the past twenty-five years by one of the most innovative
thinkers, writers, and leaders of the past half century. Witty and wise, playful and profound, prophetic
and immensely quotable, it is a companion no thinking, caring person should be without. Written in an
unforgettable style reminiscent of Aurelius, Montaigne, Lao-Tse, and Bacon, it is a classic that will be
read with pleasure and profit for generations to come.

States at Work
An account of all the new and surprising evidence now available for the beginnings of the earliest
civilizations that contradict the standard narrative. Why did humans abandon hunting and gathering for
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sedentary communities dependent on livestock and cereal grains, and governed by precursors of today's
states? Most people believe that plant and animal domestication allowed humans, finally, to settle down
and form agricultural villages, towns, and states, which made possible civilization, law, public order, and
a presumably secure way of living. But archaeological and historical evidence challenges this narrative.
The first agrarian states, says James C. Scott, were born of accumulations of domestications: first fire,
then plants, livestock, subjects of the state, captives, and finally women in the patriarchal family-all of
which can be viewed as a way of gaining control over reproduction. Scott explores why we avoided
sedentism and plow agriculture, the advantages of mobile subsistence, the unforeseeable disease
epidemics arising from crowding plants, animals, and grain, and why all early states are based on millets
and cereal grains and unfree labor. He also discusses the "barbarians" who long evaded state control, as
a way of understanding continuing tension between states and nonsubject peoples.

The Elephant in the Brain
A new history of post-Revolutionary Haiti, and the society that emerged in the aftermath of the world's
most successful slave revolution Haiti is widely recognized as the only state born out of a successful slave
revolt, but the country's early history remains scarcely understood. In this deeply researched and original
volume, Johnhenry Gonzalez weaves a history of early independent Haiti focused on crop production,
land reform, and the unauthorized rural settlements devised by former slaves of the colonial plantation
system. Analyzing the country's turbulent transition from the most profitable and exploitative slave
colony of the eighteenth century to a relatively free society of small farmers, Gonzalez narrates the
origins of institutions such as informal open-air marketplaces and rural agrarian compounds known as
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lakou. Drawing on seldom studied primary sources to contribute to a growing body of early Haitian
scholarship, he argues that Haiti's legacy of runaway communities and land conflict was as formative as
the Haitian Revolution in developing the country's characteristic agrarian, mercantile, and religious
institutions.

Politics of Urbanism
An utterly original and illuminating work that meets at the crossroads of autobiography and
ethnography to re-examine violence and memory through the eyes of a child. Seeing Like a Child is a
deeply moving narrative that showcases an unexpected voice from an established researcher. Through
an unwavering commitment to a child’s perspective, Clara Han explores how the catastrophic event of
the Korean War is dispersed into domestic life. Han writes from inside her childhood memories as the
daughter of parents who were displaced by war, who fled from the North to the South of Korea, and
whose displacement in Korea and subsequent migration to the United States implicated the fraying and
suppression of kinship relations and the Korean language. At the same time, Han writes as an
anthropologist whose fieldwork has taken her to the devastated worlds of her parents—to Korea and to
the Korean language—allowing her, as she explains, to find and found kinship relationships that had
been suppressed or broken in war and illness. A fascinating counterpoint to the project of testimony that
seeks to transmit a narrative of the event to future generations, Seeing Like a Child sees the inheritance
of familial memories of violence as embedded in how the child inhabits her everyday life. Seeing Like a
Child offers readers a unique experience—an intimate engagement with the emotional reality of
migration and the inheritance of mass displacement and death—inviting us to explore categories such as
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“catastrophe,” “war,” “violence,” and “kinship” in a brand-new light.

Bread Winner
States at Work explores the mundane practices of state-making in Africa by focussing on the daily
functioning of public services and the practices of civil servants.

Seeing Like a State
This book contributes to the study of International Organizations (IOs) by providing a sharp focus on
how IOs’ "analytic institutions" interact with states over key policy issues. Analytic institutions include
the areas, departments, committees, adjudicatory bodies, and others housed by or linked to IOs that
develop the cognitive framework for identifying, understanding, and solving policy problems. Analytic
institutions make the state "legible" to IOs and are the key means for how IOs "see" their member states,
shaping how international political and economic problems are understood. This book investigates why
seeing like an IO matters through cases on leading organizations for global economic governance,
including the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank, the Bank for International Settlements, the
Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Development, and the World Trade Organization. The
contributors demonstrate the benefits of studying IOs "from the inside-out" to enrich our understanding
of why issues in the international political economy are governed the way they are. This book was
published as a special issue of New Political Economy.
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Seeing Like an International Organization
Every president has had a unique and complicated relationship with the intelligence community. While
some have been coolly distant, even adversarial, others have found their intelligence agencies to be
among the most valuable instruments of policy and power. Since John F. Kennedy's presidency, this
relationship has been distilled into a personalized daily report: a short summary of what the intelligence
apparatus considers the most crucial information for the president to know that day about global threats
and opportunities. This top–secret document is known as the President's Daily Brief, or, within national
security circles, simply “the Book.” Presidents have spent anywhere from a few moments (Richard
Nixon) to a healthy part of their day (George W. Bush) consumed by its contents; some (Bill Clinton and
George H. W. Bush) consider it far and away the most important document they saw on a regular basis
while commander in chief. The details of most PDBs are highly classified, and will remain so for many
years. But the process by which the intelligence community develops and presents the Book is a
fascinating look into the operation of power at the highest levels. David Priess, a former intelligence
officer and daily briefer, has interviewed every living president and vice president as well as more than
one hundred others intimately involved with the production and delivery of the president's book of
secrets. He offers an unprecedented window into the decision making of every president from Kennedy
to Obama, with many character–rich stories revealed here for the first time.

Seeing Like a Rover
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Saudi Arabia and Yemen are two countries of crucial importance in the Middle East and yet our
knowledge about them is highly limited, while typical ways of looking at the histories of these countries
have impeded understanding. Counter-Narratives brings together a group of leading scholars of the
Middle East using new theoretical and methodological approaches to cross-examine standard stories,
whether as told by Westerners or by Saudis and Yemenis, and these are found wanting. The authors
assess how grand historical narratives such as those produced by states and colonial powers are currently
challenged by multiple historical actors, a process which generates alternative narratives about identity,
the state and society.

Creation and Anarchy
In Seeing Like a Citizen, Kara Moskowitz approaches Kenya’s late colonial and early postcolonial eras
as a single period of political, economic, and social transition. In focusing on rural Kenyans—the vast
majority of the populace and the main targets of development interventions—as they actively sought
access to aid, she offers new insights into the texture of political life in decolonizing Kenya and the early
postcolonial world. Using multi-sited archival sources and oral histories focused on the western Rift
Valley, Seeing Like a Citizen makes three fundamental contributions to our understanding of African
and Kenyan history. First, it challenges the widely accepted idea of the gatekeeper state, revealing that
state control remained limited and that the postcolonial state was an internally varied and often
dissonant institution. Second, it transforms our understanding of postcolonial citizenship, showing that its
balance of rights and duties was neither claimed nor imposed, but negotiated and differentiated. Third, it
reorients Kenyan historiography away from central Kenya and elite postcolonial politics. The result is a
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powerful investigation of experiences of independence, of the meaning and form of development, and of
how global political practices were composed and recomposed on the ground in local settings.

Seeing the Light: The Case for Nuclear Power in the 21st Century
Scott analyzes failed cases of large-scale authoritarian plans in a variety of fields.

Earthly Politics
"James Scott is one of the great political thinkers of our time. No one else has the same ability to pursue a
simple, surprising idea, kindly but relentlessly, until the entire world looks different. In this book, he also
demonstrates a skill shared by the greatest radical thinkers: to reveal positions we've been taught to think
of as extremism to be emanations of simple human decency and common sense."--David Graeber,
author of Debt: The First 5,000 Years "Building on the insights of his masterful Seeing Like a State,
James Scott has written a powerful and important argument for social organization that resists the twin
poles of Big Corporations and Big Governments. In an age increasingly shaped by decentralized, bottomup networks, Two Cheers for Anarchism gives timely new life to a rich tradition of political
thought."--Steven Johnson, author of Where Good Ideas Come From: The Natural History of
Innovation and Future Perfect: The Case for Progress in a Networked Age "I am a big fan of James
Scott. In this highly readable and thought-provoking book, he reveals the meaning of his 'anarchist'
sensibility through a series of wonderful personal stories, staking out an important position and defending
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it in a variety of contexts, from urban planning to school evaluation. I don't know of anyone else who has
defined this viewpoint so successfully."--Francis Fukuyama, author of The Origins of Political Order
"The ambition of this book is compelling and contagious. Combining the populist rhetoric of Thomas
Paine with the ferocious satire of Jonathan Swift, James Scott makes a wonderfully simple and potent
argument in favor of mutualism, creativity, local knowledge, and freedom. I predict that this will become
one of the most influential books in political theory and public debate for the twenty-first
century."--Georgi Derluguian, author of Bourdieu's Secret Admirer in the Caucasus

State Simplifications
powerful and prophetic challenge to globalization from a former partisan of the New Right. Hailed by
Kirkus Reviews as both ''a convincing analysis of an international economy '' and a ''powerful challenge
to economic orthodoxy, '' False Dawn shows that the attempt to impose the Anglo-American-style free
market on the world will create a disaster, possibly on the scale of Soviet communism. Even America, the
supposed flagship of the new civilization, risks moral and social disintegration as it loses ground to other
cultures that have never forgotten that the market works best when it is embedded in society. John Gray,
well known in the 1980s as an important conservative political thinker, whose writings were relied upon
by Margaret Thatcher and the New Right in Britain, has concluded that the conservative agenda is no
longer viable. In his examination of the ripple effects of the economic turmoil in Russia and Asia on our
collective future, Gray provides one of the most passionate polemics against the utopia of the free market
since Carlyle and Marx.
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Maroon Nation
In this sparkling new work, Benedict Anderson provides a radical recasting of themes from Imagined
Communities, his classic book on nationalism, through an exploration of fin-de-siecle politics and culture
that spans the Caribbean, Imperial Europe and the South China Sea. A jewelled pomegranate packed
with nitroglycerine is primed to blow away Manila's 19th-century colonial elite at the climax of El
Filibusterismo, whose author, the great political novelist Jose Rizal, was executed in 1896 by the Spanish
authorities in the Philippines at the age of 35. Anderson explores the impact of avant-garde European
literature and politics on Rizal and his contemporary, the pioneering folklorist Isabelo de los Reyes, who
was imprisoned in Manila after the violent uprisings of 1896 and later incarcerated, together with
Catalan anarchists, in the prison fortress of Montjuich in Barcelona. On his return to the Philippines, by
now under American occupation, Isabelo formed the first militant trade unions under the influence of
Malatesta and Bakunin. Anderson considers the complex intellectual interactions of these young
Filipinos with the new "science" of anthropology in Germany and Austro-Hungary, and with postCommunard experimentalists in Paris, against a background of militant anarchism in Spain, France,
Italy and the Americas, Jose Marti's armed uprising in Cuba and anti-imperialist protests in China and
Japan. In doing so, he depicts the dense intertwining of anarchist internationalism and radical anticolonialism. Under Three Flags is a brilliantly original work on the explosive history of national
independence and global politics.

Seeing Like a City
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THE WORLD THROUGH A FEMINIST LENS For Nivedita Menon, feminism is not about a
moment of final triumph over patriarchy but about the gradual transformation of the social field so
decisively that old markers shift forever. From sexual harassment charges against international figures to
the challenge that caste politics poses to feminism, from the ban on the veil in France to the attempt to
impose skirts on international women badminton players, from queer politics to domestic servants’
unions to the Pink Chaddi campaign, Menon deftly illustrates how feminism complicates the field
irrevocably. Incisive, eclectic and politically engaged, Seeing like a Feminist is a bold and wide-ranging
book that reorders contemporary society.

Reading Capital Politically
The State
To see like a city, rather than seeing like a state, is the key to understanding modern politics. In this
book, Magnusson draws from theorists such as Weber, Wirth, Hayek, Jacobs, Sennett, and Foucault to
articulate some of the ideas that we need to make sense of the city as a form of political order. Locally
and globally, the city exists by virtue of complicated patterns of government and self-government,
prompted by proximate diversity. A multiplicity of authorities in different registers is typical.
Sovereignty, although often claimed, is infinitely deferred. What emerges by virtue of self-organization is
not susceptible to control by any central authority, and so we are impelled to engage politically in a
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world that does not match our expectations of sovereignty. How then are we are to engage realistically
and creatively? We have to begin from where we are if we are to understand the possibilities. Building on
traditions of political and urban theory in order to advance a new interpretation of the role of
cities/urbanism in contemporary political life, this work will be of great interest to scholars of political
theory and urban theory, international relations theory and international relations.

Society Against the State
The God Delusion caused a sensation when it was published in 2006. Within weeks it became the most
hotly debated topic, with Dawkins himself branded as either saint or sinner for presenting his hardhitting, impassioned rebuttal of religion of all types. His argument could hardly be more topical. While
Europe is becoming increasingly secularized, the rise of religious fundamentalism, whether in the Middle
East or Middle America, is dramatically and dangerously dividing opinion around the world. In
America, and elsewhere, a vigorous dispute between 'intelligent design' and Darwinism is seriously
undermining and restricting the teaching of science. In many countries religious dogma from medieval
times still serves to abuse basic human rights such as women's and gay rights. And all from a belief in a
God whose existence lacks evidence of any kind. Dawkins attacks God in all his forms. He eviscerates the
major arguments for religion and demonstrates the supreme improbability of a supreme being. He shows
how religion fuels war, foments bigotry and abuses children. The God Delusion is a brilliantly argued,
fascinating polemic that will be required reading for anyone interested in this most emotional and
important subject.
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Reconsidering American Power
This book presents an account of an intellectual breakthrough in the study of rural society and
agriculture. Its ten chapters, selected for their originality and synthesis from the colloquia of the
Programme in Agrarian Studies at Yale University, encompass various disciplines, diverse historical
periods, and several regions of the world. The contributors' fresh analyses will broaden the perspectives
of readers with interests as wide-ranging as rural sociology, environmentalism, political science, history,
anthropology, economics, and art history. The ten studies recast and expand what is known about rural
society and agrarian issues, examining such topics as poverty, subsistence, cultivation, ecology, justice,
art, custom, law, ritual life, cooperation, and state action. Each contribution provides a point of
departure for new study, encouraging deeper thinking across disciplinary boundaries and frontiers.

The State
Postcolonial studies, postmodern studies, even posthuman studies emerge, and intellectuals demand that
social sciences be remade to address fundamentals of the human condition, from human rights to global
environmental crises. Since these fields owe so much to American state sponsorship, is it easier to
reimagine the human and the modern than to properly measure the pervasive American influence?
Reconsidering American Power offers trenchant studies by renowned scholars who reassess the role of
the social sciences in the construction and upkeep of the Pax Americana and the influence of Pax
Americana on the social sciences. With the thematic image for this enterprise as the ‘fiery hunt’ for
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Ahab’s whale, the contributors pursue realities behind the theories, and reconsider the real origins and
motives of their fields with an eye on what will deter or repurpose the ‘fiery hunts’ to come, by
offering a critical insider’s view.

Public Administration and the State
In this critical examination of public administration's pervasive vision of a powerful state, Spicer
thoughtfully reconsiders the relationship between activities of governance and concepts of the state.
Woodrow Wilson argued for a state led by a powerful government, guided by science and enlightened
experts, for the accomplishment of a set of collective purposes—in other words, a purposive state.
Michael Spicer contends that though Wilson and those who followed him have not typically explored
questions of political and constitutional theory in their writing, a clear and strong vision of the state has
emerged in their work nonetheless. Building upon the work of Dwight Waldo and others who have
sought to explore and reveal the political theory behind the seemingly neutral language of
administration, Spicer explores the roots—both historical and philosophical—of the purposive state. He
considers the administrative experience of 18th-century Prussia and its relationship to the vision of the
purposive state, and examines the ways this idea has been expressed in the 20th century. He then looks
at the practical problems such a vision creates for public policy in a fragmented postmodern political
culture. Finally, Spicer explores an alternative view of public administration—one based on a civil
association model appropriate to our constitutional traditions and contemporary culture.
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Autobiography of a Restless Mind
Seeing Like the Buddha
Creation and the giving of orders are closely entwined in Western culture, where God commands the
world into existence and later issues the injunctions known as the Ten Commandments. The arche, or
origin, is always also a command, and a beginning is always the first principle that governs and decrees.
This is as true for theology, where God not only creates the world but governs and continues to govern
through continuous creation, as it is for the philosophical and political tradition according to which
beginning and creation, command and will, together form a strategic apparatus without which our
society would fall apart. The five essays collected here aim to deactivate this apparatus through a patient
archaeological inquiry into the concepts of work, creation, and command. Giorgio Agamben explores
every nuance of the arche in search of an an-archic exit strategy. By the book's final chapter, anarchy
appears as the secret center of power, brought to light so as to make possible a philosophical thought that
might overthrow both the principle and its command.

Under Three Flags
Nuclear power is not an option for the future but an absolute necessity. Global threats of climate change
and lethal air pollution, killing millions each year, make it clear that nuclear and renewable energy must
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work together, as non-carbon sources of energy. Fortunately, a new era of growth in this energy source is
underway in developing nations, though not yet in the West. Seeing the Light is the first book to clarify
these realities and discuss their implications for coming decades. Readers will learn how, why, and where
the new nuclear era is happening, what new technologies are involved, and what this means for
preventing the proliferation of weapons. This book is the best work available for becoming fully informed
about this key subject, for students, the general public, and anyone interested in the future of energy
production, and, thus, the future of humanity on planet Earth.

The Beach
As social movements waned in the late 70s, the study of Marx seemed to take on a life of its own.
Structuralist, post-structuralist, deconstructed Marxes bloomed in journals and seminar rooms across the
US and Europe. These Marxes and their interpreters struggled to interpret the world, and sometimes to
interpret Marx himself, losing sight at times of his dictum that the challenge is not to interpret the world
but to change it. In 1979, Harry Cleaver tossed an incendiary device called Reading Capital Politically
into those seminar rooms. Through a close reading of the first chapter, he shows that Das Kapital was
written for the workers, not for academics, and that we need to expand our idea of workers to include
housewives, students, the unemployed, and other non-waged workers. Reading Capital Politically
provides a theoretical and historical bridge between struggles in Europe in the 60s and 70s and,
particularly, the Autonomia of Italy to the Zapatistas of the 90s. His introduction provides a brilliant and
succinct overview of working class struggles in the century since Capital was published. Cleaver adds a
new preface to the AK Press/Anti-Thesis edition.
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Against the Grain
"One of the most profound and illuminating studies of this century to have been published in recent
decades."--John Gray, New York Times Book Review Hailed as "a magisterial critique of top-down
social planning" by the New York Times, this essential work analyzes disasters from Russia to Tanzania
to uncover why states so often fail--sometimes catastrophically--in grand efforts to engineer their society
or their environment, and uncovers the conditions common to all such planning disasters. "Beautifully
written, this book calls into sharp relief the nature of the world we now inhabit."--New Yorker "A tour de
force."-- Charles Tilly, Columbia University

Agrarian Studies
Seeing like a city means recognizing that cities are living things made up of a tangle of networks, built up
from the agency of countless actors. Cities must not be considered as expressions of larger paradigms or
sites of human effort and organization alone. Within their density, size and sprawl can be found a world
of symbols, bodies, buildings, technologies and infrastructures. It is the machine-like combination,
interaction and confrontation of these different elements that make a city. Such a view locates urban
outcomes and influences in the character of these networks, which together power urban life, allocating
resources, shaping social opportunities, maintaining order and simply enabling life. More than the silent
stage on which other powers perform, such networks represent the essence of the city. They also form an
important political project, a politics of small interventions with large effects. The increasing evidence for
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an Anthropocene bears out the way in which humanity has stamped its footprint on the planet by
constructing urban forms that act as systems for directing life in ways that create both immense power
and immense constraint.
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